ETHEL   MANNIN
Common-sense and the Adolescent
With a Preface by A. S, neill
ih response to many requests Miss Ethel Mannin has
followed up her commonsense and* the child with this
new book which deals with the problems—psychological
and physical—of the older child. Here is no laborious
text-book of p$ycho-analysis> of which there are all too
many, for the further bewilderment of the young and those
whose charge they are,, but that directness and simplicity
rooted in rationality and a sympathetic but unsentimen-
talixed understanding ; in short the sympathetic common-
sense of a mind free of taboos.
The book is "sponsored" by A. S. Neill, the most radical
educationalist living* and whose remarkable work for
unhappy children and young people Miss Mannin has
observed over a period of ten years. In her introductory
remarks to the book she writes, "It is because I have
seen for myself at A. S, NeilPs school what can be done
with love and patience,, and that casting out of fear which
can only come with freedom, that I have dared to write
this book. If this book has any text and any moral it is
that *love casteth out fear% for fear is the basis of most
conflict and neurosis in adults and in children, and at the
root of many of the major problems of the adolescent." ;
Miss Mannin writes simply and directly of the adolescent
in relation to the home, the school, and society in general;
A good deal of the book is necessarily devoted to the sexttrf
problems of the adolescent—masturbation, homosexual
attachments, calf-love, and so forth—but the mental and
emotional problems and conflicts are equally fully and
rationally dealt with. We predict for common-sense akd
the ADOLKSCBKt an even greater success than its valuable
and contiguously selling predecessor,
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